Introduction
Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein enzyme that is essential for telomere maintenance (1) (2) (3) (4) . Its core components consist of a catalytic subunit of transcriptional reactivation of telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) and an RNA template for reverse transcription, TERC (5) . Telomerase activity is apparent in stem cells of various compartments, while negligible activity is seen immediately after differentiation of stem cells (6) . While levels of TERC and other constituents of the telomerase holoenzyme are nonlimiting, complete transcriptional repression of TERT limits the reconstitution of telomerase activity in differentiated somatic cells (7) . Consequently, upon exit from the stem cell compartment, telomeres in somatic cells shorten upon cell division due to an end replication problem, and critically short telomeres activate the DNA damage response pathway, resulting in cell-cycle arrest and senescence (8, 9) . The ability to maintain sufficient telomere length is essential for cell proliferation and tumorigenesis, and thus tumors arising from normal somatic cells need to reactivate TERT (10) . The mechanism of TERT promoter reactivation is not clearly understood. RAS, MYC, β-catenin, NF-κB, and several other transcription factors have been proposed to activate TERT expression because of the existence of their binding sites on the TERT promoter (11) . Recently, it was discovered that in 19% of human cancers, TERT is reactivated as a result of 2 recurrent but mutually exclusive mutations in its promoter (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . Both these hotspot mutations create a novel binding site for the ETS family of transcription factors, which, along with other transcriptional activators like NF-κB (17) , transcriptionally activate TERT in mutant cells. Some reports suggest that this correlates with increased telomere length (18) . On the contrary, several reports show that increased TERT expression has no significant effect on telomere length (19) . Indeed, several pieces of evidence have suggested roles for TERT in cancer progression via telomere length-independent mechanisms (10, 20) . These mechanisms include the regulation of cell proliferation, DNA damage repair, mitochondrial activity, and several oncogenic pathways like those governed by NF-κB, MYC, and β-catenin (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . However, most of these functions are context dependent, wherein oncogenic activity preexists and in turn cooperates with TERT to amplify the oncogenic potential.
Recently, we reported that the p52 transcription factor driven by noncanonical NF-κB signaling cooperates with ETS1/2 to regulate TERT expression specifically from the C250T-mutant promoter in glioblastoma (17) . CRISPR-Cas9-mediated reversal Transcriptional reactivation of telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) reconstitutes telomerase activity in the majority of human cancers. Here, we found that ectopic TERT expression increases cell proliferation, while acute reductions in TERT levels lead to a dramatic loss of proliferation without any change in telomere length, suggesting that the effects of TERT could be telomere independent. We observed that TERT determines the growth rate of cancer cells by directly regulating global protein synthesis independently of its catalytic activity. Genome-wide TERT binding across 5 cancer cell lines and 2 embryonic stem cell lines revealed that endogenous TERT, driven by mutant promoters or oncogenes, directly associates with the RNA polymerase III (pol III) subunit RPC32 and enhances its recruitment to chromatin, resulting in increased RNA pol III occupancy and tRNA expression in cancers. TERT-deficient mice displayed marked delays in polyomavirus middle T oncogene-induced (PyMT-induced) mammary tumorigenesis, increased survival, and reductions in tRNA levels. Ectopic expression of either RPC32 or TERT restored tRNA levels and proliferation defects in TERT-depleted cells. Finally, we determined that levels of TERT and tRNA correlated in breast and liver cancer samples. Together, these data suggest the existence of a unifying mechanism by which TERT enhances translation in cells to regulate cancer cell proliferation.
Telomerase reverse transcriptase promotes cancer cell proliferation by augmenting tRNA expression increases proliferation independently of its telomere elongation activity ( Figure 1 , E and F). Given that telomere length does not change under these short-term assay conditions (Supplemental Figure 1B) , and since TERT DN had similar effects, we next evaluated the molecular basis of this effect.
The cell proliferation rate depends on a number of factors including the protein synthesis rate. To measure protein synthesis, we performed a classical S 35 methionine/cysteine pulse-labeling experiment in these cell lines. Surprisingly, C250T BLM cells, which express higher TERT levels than do WT BLM cells, showed an increased S 35 incorporation rate ( Figure 1G ). Similarly, TERTand TERT DN-expressing HCT116 cells also showed a greater S 35 incorporation rate compared with that of vector-infected cells ( Figure 1H ). These results indicate that TERT expression correlates with an increased global protein synthetic capacity of cancer cells and that this increase in protein synthesis could be one of the reasons and a requirement for the rapid proliferation of cancer cells.
Genome-wide binding of endogenous TERT reveals its association with RNA polymerase III target genes. The rate of protein synthesis is directly linked to ribosome synthesis and rRNA transcription (28) (29) (30) . Recently, it was shown that TERT associates with RNA polymerase I (pol I) under hyperproliferative conditions and thus stimulates ribosomal biogenesis (31) . To validate this, we performed ChIP assays in various cancer cell lines, in which TERT was reactivated either due to promoter mutation (BLM and LOX-IMVI) or oncogene activation (HCT116, A2780, P493). We also included human embryonic stem cells (hESCs), which express high levels of endogenous TERT. We found that TERT was bound to the 5.8S rRNA-encoding DNA region, which is driven by RNA pol I only in P493 cells (which are a MYC-driven lymphoma cell line), but not in any other cell lines tested, including human ESCs, which have high TERT expression levels (Supplemental Figure 1C) . These results suggested that increased the global protein synthesis rate seen in TERT-expressing cells of various origins has a distinct mechanistic basis. Although TERT has been implicated either directly or indirectly in the regulation of transcription (10, 20, 24) , technical reasons, especially the lack of a reliable Ab that immunoprecipitates endogenous TERT specifically, have prevented a direct assessment of the global genome occupancy signature for endogenous TERT. To explore this aspect further, we chose various human cancer cell lines as well as ESC lines (which express high TERT levels) and performed ChIP sequencing (ChIP-seq) to determine genome-wide TERT occupancy. Before initiating this work, we confirmed the specificity of a number of commercial and custom-made Abs by IP and Western blot experiments using telomerase-positive (the hESC line hESC-1) and -negative (VA13) cell lines. One TERT Ab could specifically enrich TERT in hESC-1 cells but not in VA13 cells (Figure 2A ), suggesting the reliability of this Ab for endogenous TERT ChIP assays. This Ab has been shown to give a nonspecific signal in Western blotting, however, upon IP followed by Western blotting, it appears specific, as has been reported previously (32, 33) . ChIP-seq analysis of the genomewide binding of TERT showed a number of peaks (Table 1) . While typical transcription factors usually show several thousand peaks in a ChIP-seq experiment, we obtained very few genomic regions (referred to as peaks) enriched upon TERT ChIP-seq across 7 different cell lines (BLM, LOX-IMVI, P493, A2780, HCT116, hESC-1, of the mutant C250T TERT promoter site to the WT site resulted in a dramatic reduction in glioblastoma cell growth. The dramatic and sudden reduction in cell proliferation by single nucleotide reversal on this noncoding segment of DNA was indeed surprising (17) . High levels of TERT are associated with hyperproliferation in various cancer types; however, a common mechanism by which TERT could directly control cancer cell proliferation has not been described. Thus, there is a major gap in the understanding of the molecular basis by which TERT regulates cell growth. Given that most telomerase inhibitors have failed clinical trials, finding novel TERT targets away from telomeres would be useful in designing cancer-specific therapeutics. Using biochemical and genetic analyses, we show for the first time to our knowledge that TERT regulates proliferation by directly regulating the protein synthesis capacity of cancer cells. Also, to our knowledge, we document the first genome-wide binding of endogenous TERT and show that TERT occupies and promotes pol III-mediated expression of transfer RNAs (tRNAs). We found that reducing TERT levels by reversing the mutant TERT promoter to WT levels using the CRISPRCas9 system in melanoma and glioblastoma cells reduces tRNA levels and impairs proliferation. Furthermore, homozygous Tert deletion is associated with reduced polyomavirus middle T oncogene-driven (PyMT-driven) mammary tumorigenesis and a concomitant reduction in tRNA expression. TERT associates with the RPC32 component of pol III and regulates its binding to target genomic regions, thereby modulating tRNA expression levels in cancers. Indeed, we found that loss of cell proliferation in the absence of TERT could be rescued by ectopic expression of RPC32 alone. These findings mechanistically demonstrate that cancer cells expressing high TERT levels have a high proliferation rate caused by increased tRNA levels.
Results
TERT enhances cancer cell proliferation by increasing protein synthesis. Recently, we reported that reversing the mutated TERT promoter region (C250T) to WT levels using the CRISPR-Cas9 system in glioblastoma cells resulted in a dramatic and instantaneous reduction of cell growth (17) . We were intrigued by this observation and aimed to understand the molecular basis of this observation, since TERT expression levels do not always correlate with telomere length (26, 27) . We initiated this study by analyzing a panel of melanoma cell lines harboring either WT (G361) or a C250T/C228T mutation in the TERT promoter (BLM and LOX-IMVI). Cell proliferation ( Figure 1A ) and TERT expression analysis (Supplemental Figure 1A ; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI86042DS1) suggested that G361 cells, which express lower levels of TERT, grow at a slower rate than do BLM and LOX-IMVI cells. Since this correlative difference can arise as a result of a number of factors, we reversed the mutated TERT promoter site (C250T) to the WT site using the CRISPR-Cas9 system in BLM cells ( Figure 1B) . Reversal of C250T mutation to WT resulted in reduced TERT expression ( Figure 1C ) and proliferation ( Figure 1D were pulsed with S 35 -labeled methionine and cysteine. Following the indicated time points, cells were collected and lysed. Equal protein amounts were run on an SDS-PAGE gel, dried, and exposed for phosphor image analysis. Autoradiograms show global levels of the labeled proteins. A parallel gel was processed for Western blotting to detect total levels of GAPDH. Error bars indicate the mean ± SD. n = 3. 1-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons test was used for statistical analysis in A and F and a Student's t test for B and C. *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01. (32) (33) (34) , these figures added to our confidence that these peaks are more likely due to endogenous TERT. While more than 70% of peaks showed overlap across most cell lines (Table 1) , the remaining peaks appeared to be cell-type specific. Positive control peaks at 5.8S and 45S rDNA regions were found only in P493 cells, similar to our earlier ChIP-quantitative PCR (ChIP-qPCR) observations (Supplemental Figure 1C ) and reiterating the sensitivity and specificity of the reagents and assay conditions. Figure 2B shows the genomic view of TERT-bound regions in various cell types. Broad annotation of enriched genomic regions across all cell lines was similar, indicating that TERT was indeed bound to common functional elements, as was also observed in the peak overlap table ( Figure 3A and Supplemental Figure 2A ). Most of the TERT molecules were bound to intergenic regions (~50%-65%), with only 20% of the peaks seen around the transcription start sites. Detailed annotation of TERTbound genomic regions obtained from hESC-1 cells revealed that approximately 60% of the intergenic regions were regulated by RNA Highlighted boxes show the number of peaks obtained in that particular cell line. in a cell-type-specific manner, indicating that there may be celltype-dependent regulation at certain sites. We ran a motif-finding algorithm (RSAT matrix scan) on peaks obtained from hESC-1 TERT ChIP-seq and obtained a motif ( Figure 3C ) that did not match to any known transcription factors, however, it was highly similar to box B, which is present in the tRNA genes specifically in the proliferating pool of tRNAs (35) . The motif was present in the center of enriched sequences, as shown in Figure 3D . Complete annotation and peak information about ChIP-seq from all the cell lines is available in Supplemental Tables 1-7 . Next, we validated some of the targets with ChIP-qPCR in all the cell lines. Consistent with the ChIP-seq data, TERT was not enriched at 5S rRNA-encoding regions in most of the cell lines, however, it was significantly enriched at tRNA genes ( Figure 3 , E and F, and Supplemental Figure 2 , B-D). To further validate the specificity of TERT-bound genomic regions, we ectopically expressed Flag-tagged TERT and the control expression vector in HCT116 cells. ChIP-qPCR was performed in these cells using Flag Ab, and Flag-TERT was significantly enriched on tRNA genes, as shown in Supplemental Figure 2E . VA13 cells were included as a negative control for TERT ChIP-seq and ChIP-qPCR validation. In the VA13 TERT ChIP-seq experiments, we obtained 44 peaks mainly in the satellite regions, as shown in Supplemental Table 8 . As shown in Supplemental Figure 3A , very few peaks overlapped with TERT ChIP-seq in cancer cells and stem cells. ChIP-qPCR further confirmed that TERT enrichment was not significant when compared with IgG in VA13 cells (Supplemental Figure 3B ), further validating the finding that the regions obtained by ChIP-seq in cancer cell lines are specifically bound by TERT. As a control, we also performed RPC32 ChIP-qPCR for tRNA genes (Supplemental Figure 3C ). We conclude that TERT associates with tRNA genes, and thus by regulating their expression, it may directly control protein synthesis rates in cancer and stem cells.
TERT directly regulates tRNA expression by enhancing pol III occupancy of tRNA genes via RPC32. To assess the functionality of TERT association in regulating tRNA genes, we measured the expression levels of various tRNAs upon perturbation of TERT expression levels. BLM and T98G cells with the WT TERT promoter expressed lower levels of tRNA pretranscripts, as analyzed by qPCR, compared with levels detected in cells driven by the C250T TERT promoter, which have higher TERT expression levels (Figure 4, A and B) . Northern blot analysis confirmed that BLM and T98G cells with the WT TERT promoter expressed lower levels of tRNAs as compared with levels in cells driven by the C250T TERT promoter, which have higher TERT expression levels ( Figure 4 , C and D). Conversely, ectopic expression of TERT or TERT DN resulted in increased levels of tRNAs ( Figure 4E ). U2 RNA was used as a loading control. These results show that TERT binding to tRNA genes regulates their expression. tRNA arrays and small RNA-sequencing technology have provided insights regarding Quantification of expression was done using ImageJ (NIH)and is indicated in the blots. U2 RNA was used as the loading control for Northern blotting. Total RNA is shown in agarose gel stained with SYBR Green as an RNA loading control. C and E blotting was repeated 2 times, and 1 experiment is represented. jci.org Volume 126
Number 10 October 2016 changes in tRNA availability in cancer (36, 37) . tRNA genes are transcribed by the RNA pol III complex, and its occupancy determines the expression levels of tRNAs (38) . A typical tRNA gene consists of internal recognition elements, namely box A and box B. TFIIIB recognizes the 5′ site of the tRNA gene, while TFIIIC recognizes the A and B boxes. The pol III complex is bound to TFIIIB, and TFIIIC and is composed of 17 subunits including a dissociable subcomplex consisting of RPC32, RPC39/38, and RPC62. We examined the recruitment of subunits from each of these complexes to the tRNA-Arg gene. IgG was used as the background control ( Figure 5A ). As compared with C250T cells, recruitment of TERT to the tRNA-Arg gene in BLM WT cells, which express less TERT, was reduced, suggesting the specificity of binding ( Figure  5B ). Recruitment of POLR3A to the tRNA-Arg gene, which is a pol III component, and RPC32, which belongs to the dissociable subcomplex of pol III, was also significantly reduced ( Figure 5 , C and D). However, the association of GTF3C2, which is a component of TFIIIC, and TBP, which is a component of TFIIIB, remained unaffected ( Figure 5 , E and F). There were no differences in the expression levels of these proteins, as determined by Western blotting ( Figure 5 , G and H). In vitro studies have shown that depletion of the pol III subcomplex subunits RPC32/39/62 results in reduced association of the pol III core complex with chromatin (39) . We speculate that TERT might interact with RPC32 to stabilize its association with the pol III core complex and increase its activity.
RNA pol II was not enriched on the tRNA-Arg gene, indicating that this site is not regulated by TERT (Supplemental Figure  4 , A and B). The EIF2A promoter was used as a positive control for RNA polymerase II (pol II) binding and as a negative control for pol III binding (Supplemental Figure 4, A and B) . We recently reported that TERT interacts with MYC, thus stabilizing its levels posttranslationally and regulating MYC-dependent transcription (40) . Further, MYC is known to stimulate pol III activity (41) . To test whether TERT binding to the pol III targets discovered in this study are dependent on MYC, we performed ChIP-qPCR following ChIP using MYC Ab in BLM cells. No MYC enrichment was detected on the tRNA-Arg gene, indicating that TERT binds to these regions independently of its association with MYC (Supplemental Figure 4A ). The EIF2A gene promoter was used as a positive MYC-binding site (Supplemental Figure 4B) .
Genome-wide binding of TERC has been demonstrated in human cells using chromatin isolation by RNA purification (ChIRP) (42) . Thus, we performed the peak intersection between TERC ChIRP and TERT ChIP-seq in various cell lines and found the peak intersection to be very low (~1%-2%). However there was a higher overlap between genes associated with the peak (Supplemental Figure 5A ). TERT ChIP-seq peaks from the telomerase-negative cell line VA13 were excluded from the overlapped genes for more specificity. The overlapping genes were 90%-95% similar across the cell lines, suggesting that active (holoenzyme) TERT directly interacts with RPC32 through its N-and C-terminal domains. Pol III can exist in 2 isoforms that function in similar ways but differ by inclusion of a protein called RPC32 (also termed POLR3G and hereafter referred to as RPC32a) or its isoform RPC32b (also termed POLR3GL) (43) . RPC32b is mostly expressed in differentiated cells, while RPC32 expression is restricted to cancer cells and ESCs, where it has been shown to promote proliferation (44) . It is also known that the pool of tRNAs in proliferating and differentiating cells is different (35, 45) . We performed a peak intersection of our TERT ChIP-seq with publicly available RPC32 ChIP-seq data from IMR90-TERT cells and observed a very strong overlap between the enriched regions across cell types (Supplemental Figure 6A) (46) . This indicated that TERT might be affecting tRNA expression by directly associtelomerase might be recruited to these sites, however, the exact peak locations were different.
We further investigated the effect of TERC depletion on tRNA occupancy of TERT and the RNA pol III subunit RPC32. No enrichment difference was observed on tRNA-Leu, tRNA-Lys, or tRNA-Arg genes upon TERC depletion in BLM cells (Supplemental Figure 5 , B and C). We noted here that TERT occupancy on different tRNAs was different and appeared to be dependent on RNA pol III occupancy. Further, no difference in pretranscript levels of tRNA-Leu and tRNA-Arg was observed upon TERC depletion (Supplemental Figure 5D ).
These results demonstrate that TERT regulates tRNA expression in cancer cells by regulating the occupancy of tRNA genes by RNA pol III independently of TERC. Figure 6C ). We also analyzed the functionality of these interactions by performing a tRNA reporter luciferase assay. Luciferase activity also confirmed that TERT and TERT DN could induce tRNA promoter activity.
ating with RPC32. So we proceeded to analyze whether TERT and RPC32 show similar activity on a tRNA promoter-driven reporter. Luciferase reporter assays in 293T cells showed that, albeit modestly, TERT was able to upregulate tRNA promoter reporter activity, and RPC32 also showed similar activation ( Figure 6A ). Since these proteins could activate the same reporter, we examined whether TERT interacts with RPC32. Figure 6B shows a schematic of the TERT protein with various domains and the deletion con- (WI-38 and IMR-90) or differentiated NPCs. Thus, given the lack of both interacting partners, the interaction is most likely not possible or measurable in more differentiated cells like IMR90 cells or human NPCs (hNPCs). Because of the different factors regulating tRNAs in differentiated cells, the pool of tRNAs in proliferating versus differentiating cells is different (35, 45) . We also measured the expression of some tRNA pretranscripts and observed that levels of some tRNAs like tRNA-Tyr and tRNA-Arg were reduced, while some, such as tRNA-Leu, were elevated (Supplemental Figure 6E) . This shows that the tRNA regulation machinery operating in differentiated cells is different from that in stem cells or cancer cells.
RPC32 and TERT can rescue proliferation defects resulting from loss of TERT.
We have shown that a reduction in TERT levels results in reduced RPC32 occupancy and expression of tRNAs. To validate the direct role of RPC32 in TERT-dependent proliferation, we performed a rescue experiment. The proliferation rates of BLM WT cells with ectopic RPC32 were analyzed simultaneously with the proliferation rates of BLM WT and BLM C250T cells. Figure  7A shows that ectopic expression of RPC32 in BLM WT cells could significantly rescue their growth rate. The proliferation defect in BLM WT TERT promoter-driven cells could also be rescued by ectopic expression of TERT, TERT DN, and a TERT 601-1132 deletion construct ( Figure 7B ), while TERT deletion expressing TERT 346-925 could not rescue cell proliferation, as it was also incapable of interacting with RPC32. Colony formation assays also showed similar results (Supplemental Figure 7A) . We further measured whether TERT reexpression in BLM WT cells could increase tRNA levels. Supplemental Figure 7B shows that full-length TERT was able to increase pretranscripts of tRNA-Arg, while the TERT 346-925 deletion mutant could not increase tRNA levels, reiterating that its lack of interaction with RPC32 could be a causative factor in this phenomenon. These results clearly demonstrate that TERT manifests its proliferative ability by regulating RPC32 occupancy and thus increasing tRNA expression. High levels of tRNAs result in increased proliferation by enhancing the global protein synthesis capacity of cells with high levels of TERT.
We further validated the rescue with RPC32 and TERT in BLM WT cells using a xenograft model. Expression of TERT WT, TERT DN, or RPC32 restored cell proliferation of BLM WT cells, as shown by the increase in tumor size and weight ( Figure 7 , C and D). Furthermore, pre-tRNA-Leu expression levels, as measured by qPCR, were also significantly restored in BLM WT cells upon expression of TERT, TERT DN, or RPC32 ( Figure 7E ). These results further validate the notion that the proliferative ability of TERT is independent of its catalytic activity.
Loss of Tert is associated with reduced PyMT-initiated mammary tumorigenesis and tRNA expression.
In order to extend our findings in vivo in a defined genetic background we crossed Tert heterozygous (het) mice (G1 generation) with PyMT-expressing mice. PyMT is a potent oncogene known to induce mammary carcinogenesis (48) . We found that the absence of Tert significantly increased the tumor-free survival of the PyMT mice. PyMT Tert-KO mice had a median tumor-free survival of 132.5 days as compared with 123 days for PyMT Tert WT mice (P = 0.008) ( Figure  8A ). Further, we found that PyMT Tert-KO mice showed reduced expression of tRNA ( Figure 8B) . Terc levels were unchanged in PyMT Tert WT and -KO mice. Previous reports have suggested Furthermore, both N-and C-terminal domains could activate the tRNA promoter, but the central domain (which did not interact with RPC32) seemed less capable of this activity ( Figure 6D ). To further investigate whether the interaction between TERT and RPC32 is direct, we performed co-IP analysis using bacterially expressed affinity-purified proteins. Figure 6E shows the purified glutathione S transferase (GST) and GST-tagged RPC32 proteins in Coomassie gel. These were incubated with His-tagged C-terminal TERT protein and analyzed for co-binding. As shown in Figure  6F , His-tagged TERT could bind RPC32 specifically, thus proving that RPC32 and TERT can interact directly.
We further investigated the interaction between TERT and RPC32 under physiological conditions. As shown in Figure 6 , G and H, the interaction was observed in P493 and BLM cells. To test whether this interaction occurs in normal cells, we used IMR90 and WI-38 cells and found that the expression of RPC32 was very low in these cells (Supplemental Figure 6B) . Thus, we overexpressed Flag-tagged TERT in IMR-90 cells, performed Flag IP, and Western blotted for RPC32. However, we could not detect an interaction between TERT and RPC32 (Supplemental Figure 6C) .
Differentiation causes transcriptional repression of RPC32 and TERT, suggesting the specificity of the context in which the TERT-RPC32 interaction occurs (44, 47) . We differentiated hESC-1 cells into neural progenitor cells (NPCs); Supplemental Figure 6D shows expression of the ESC marker Nanog and the neuronal progenitor marker PAX6 in the cells, confirming the identity of the NPCs. Supplemental Figure 6E shows that TERT and RPC32 were not expressed in differentiated cells. This suggests that detectable TERT and RPC32 expression can be observed in cancer cells and stem cells, while it appears to be very low in primary fibroblasts 
, or luminal type. Analysis of a correlation between expression of TERT and expression of pretranscripts of tRNAs showed a positive and significant correlation in TNBC types of breast cancer that are also known to be highly aggressive (57) (Figure 9, A and B) . Correlation analysis within liver cancer samples also showed that TERT expression positively correlated with pretranscripts of tRNA ( Figure 9, C and D) . Given these results, we conclude that TERT upregulates tRNA expression, which increases the protein synthesis and proliferative abilities of cancer cells, and that this represents a key mechanism by which TERT promotes cancer progression. A model based on our study is shown in Figure 9E . that telomerase activity is not required for tumor development in Terc-KO G1-G3 mice, however, the role of TERT has not been evaluated before (49) . Moreover, there is no telomere length defect observed in early-generation Terc-deficient mice (50), further suggesting that TERT regulates cancer cell proliferation independently of its telomerase activity, in part at least by increasing tRNA levels and hence cell proliferation.
TERT expression and tRNA levels correlate positively in cancers. In several cancer types, it has been reported that TERT expression positively correlates with tumor progression (51) (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) , suggesting that TERT levels determine the aggressiveness of cancers. We analyzed breast and liver cancer samples for expression levels of TERT and pre-tRNA transcripts. Breast cancer samples were subdivided into ulates MYC-dependent transcription in lymphomas (40) . In accordance with this, we found that in P493 cells (highly MYC driven), 20% of the target genes bound by TERT are also direct MYC targets (73, 74) , indicating that TERT might be binding to these regions through MYC. However, our previous studies did not reveal MYC-TERT interaction on chromatin, and since TERT was not found to be bound to any MYC target genes, we speculate that TERT-MYC interactions occur outside of chromatin. Several oncogenes such as FBJ osteosarcoma oncogene (FOS), JUN, and ETS proto-oncogene 1 (ETS1) have been shown to colocalize with pol III in ChIP-seq studies but have not been shown to regulate its activity (46, 75) . Although there are no reports about their functional interaction, it remains unknown whether these oncogenes contribute to cancer progression by directly regulating pol III activity. MYC has also been shown to regulate RNA pol III activity by directly binding to the RNA pol III subunit TFIIIB (41) . However, we could not detect MYC enrichment on the TERT-bound regions, and we also could not observe any change in MYC levels upon TERT overexpression or knockdown in A2780 and HCT cells (data not shown), indicating that this cooperation is limited to only high MYC-expressing cells. We also show that TERT occupies pol III target regions in hESC lines. However, the functional implication of this binding needs to be further evaluated. It was recently shown that in stem cells, TERC, rather than TERT, is the limiting factor for telomerase activity and that increasing TERT expression has no effect on proliferation or telomere length and no effect on differentiation ability (76) . On the contrary, there are reports showing that ectopic expression of TERT in stem cells confers a growth advantage and increases their ability to differentiate into a hematopoietic lineage (77) . These functions need to be reevaluated in the light of our genome-wide-binding analysis in stem cell lines. Further, RPC32 is expressed in proliferating cells such as stem cells and cancer cells, while its isoform RPC32b is expressed in differentiated cells with simultaneous suppression of TERT expression (44) . ChIP-seq studies for pol III regulation have shown a strong overlap with pol II transcription (46, 75, 78, 79) . In our study, we also found that pol II-driven genes, proximal to tRNA genes, were upregulated upon increased TERT expression (data not shown). We speculate that this might be an indirect mechanism, because we observed no direct pol III activity on these sites.
In conclusion, we believe our findings will provide a platform from which to further explore these functions in stem cell biology and that they hold important clinical implications, since tRNAs have been shown to be important targets in cancer therapy. Moreover, targeting the translational machinery in cancer cells has been proposed to be a promising approach (80) . The combination of telomerase inhibitors with drugs that are known to affect translation might prove to be an efficient means of treating cancer. To date, no studies have provided a broad and general function of TERT in cancer, particularly in terms of growth regulation across various cancer types. We believe our study also represents a significant advancement in the field of general transcription, as it shows that several oncogenic pathways may be utilizing this housekeeping transcription machinery to drive proliferation. An exploration of this regulatory area might prove to be useful in developing novel combinatorial therapeutics against cancer.
Discussion
In the present study, we report that TERT regulates pol III transcription by directly controlling tRNA expression, thereby imparting increased proliferative capacity to cancer cells independently of its catalytic activity and hence its role in the telomerase holoenzyme complex. Pol III is a multi-subunit enzyme that transcribes most of the noncoding RNAs including tRNA, 5S rRNA, and 7SL RNA, which are essential for the translational capacity of cells (58) . Indeed, cancer cells have huge demands on their protein synthesis apparatus and must upregulate the tRNA machinery to cope with this demand. Regulated activity of pol III transcription is closely associated with cell growth and proliferation, and deregulation of its activity can lead to uncontrolled proliferation, which represents a hallmark of cancer (45, 59) . Overexpressed tRNAs have been shown to be relevant for increased translation of key cancer-promoting genes and apoptosis (37, 60) . Small increases in levels of tRNAs have been shown to be sufficient to promote proliferation and oncogenesis (37, 61) . Analyzing the tRNA expression changes at a global level using a recently published tRNA-sequencing method in high TERT-versus low TERT-expressing cancers will help in obtaining a better correlation (62) . Upregulation of various pol III components like TFIIIB, TFIIIC, and BRF2 has been reported in several cancers (63) (64) (65) . A significant delay in PyMT-driven mammary carcinogenesis associated with a reduction in tRNA was observed in Tert-null mice. Taken together, we propose that regulation of tRNA expression by TERT enhances the translation potential of cells and increases their protein synthesis capacity, which results in increased cell proliferation.
G1-generated Tert-null mice are phenotypically similar to Tert WT mice, and the phenotypes observed are dependent on the telomere elongation activity of TERT (66) . However, in cancers, TERT has been shown to regulate cell proliferation and survival independently of its catalytic activity (67, 68) . The evidence that TERT regulates cancer progression independently of its role in telomerase activity is derived from the strong genetic evidence that Tert-null, unlike Terc-null, mice show delayed onset of cancers, despite the fact that both of these mice are null for telomerase activity (40) . In agreement with these reports, we also found that TERT was able to regulate tRNA expression independently of its role in telomere elongation. A catalytically inactive TERT DN has been reported to inhibit cancer cell proliferation (69) , but on the contrary, there have been reports that TERT DN can have noncanonical activities similar to those of TERT WT and can induce transcription, proliferation, invasion, metastasis, and protection from apoptosis (40, 68, (70) (71) (72) . We could observe the antiproliferative effect of this TERT DN in the hESC-1 cells (data not shown), where TERT DN affected cell survival. However, in the cancer cell lines we tested, we observed increased proliferation upon ectopic expression of TERT DN, suggesting that the effects of TERT DN can be cell-type specific.
TERT also occupied few promoter regions where it might be regulating their transcription. It would be interesting to study the mechanisms by which TERT is recruited to these genomic regions and whether they have any functional consequence that could be explored for therapeutic opportunities. We recently also showed that TERT regulates MYC stability and thus upreg- Protein synthesis rate Cells were analyzed for the protein synthesis rate using protocol described previously (41) .
RNA isolation, Northern blotting, and quantitative real-time PCR Total RNA was extracted with TRIzol (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and followed by chloroform extraction and isopropanol precipitation. Northern blotting was performed according to protocols described by D.C. Rio (83) . The sequences for probes used in hybridization are listed in Supplemental Table 9 . For gene expression studies, 1 μg RNA was added as a template to reverse transcriptase reactions performed using a SuperScript VILO cDNA Synthesis Kit (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Then, real-time qPCR was performed on the synthesized cDNA using SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific), and relative gene expression was analyzed with the iCycler Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad). Experimental Ct values were normalized to β-actin and relative mRNA expression calculated versus a reference sample. The primer sequences are provided in Supplemental Table 9 .
Luciferase reporter assay A luciferase assay was performed as described previously (84) . Briefly, 293T HEK (human embryonic kidney) cells were seeded at a density of 3 × 10 4 cells per well in 24-well plates and transfected the following day using Lipofectamine LTX (Life Technologies, Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 0.75 μg pGL3 reporter plasmids and TERT or RPC32-expressing plasmids, along with 30 ng Renilla luciferase constructs. Cells were lysed 48 hours later and assayed for luciferase activity using the Dual Luciferase Reporter Kit (Promega) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Triplicate wells per sample were assayed, and relative luciferase activity was calculated as the ratio of firefly to Renilla luciferase activity.
Animal studies All mice were monitored daily for signs of morbidity. PyMT (strain FVB); Tert het (origin strain STOCK 129/Sv and C57BL/6J); and C57BL/6 mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. For BLM xenograft studies, 5 million cells were injected s.c. into NOD/SCID mice. Fifteen days later, tumors were harvested and analyzed for various parameters. PyMT and Tert het mice were crossed to obtain PyMT Tert WT, PyMT Tert-KO, and PyMT Tert het mice. To avoid the potential long-term effects of telomere shortening seen after several generations of intercrossing Tert-KO mice, the parental genotypes were consistently maintained as PyMT Tert het and Tert het.
ChIP-qPCR and ChIP-seq Cells were treated with 1% formaldehyde for 10 minutes at room temperature to cross-link protein-DNA complexes, and reactions were then quenched using 125 mM glycine for 5 minutes. The cells were then lysed with SDS lysis buffer and sonicated for 10 minutes using the Diagenode Bioruptor. The fragmented chromatin was precleared with BSA and protein A Sepharose Beads (EMD Millipore) at 4°C for 2 hours followed by IP with either TERT or rabbit control IgG Abs overnight at 4°C. Sepharose beads were washed as described previously and eluted with SDS elution buffer before being subjected to reverse cross-linking at 65°C overnight. Finally, samples were purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer's protocol. This was followed by PCR using the primers listed in Supplemental (24) . Sequences for human shTERT have been published previously (40) . RPC32 was cloned from cDNA prepared from hESC-1 RNA into the mammalian expression vector pBOBI-HA and the bacterial expression vector pGEX4T. GST beads were from GE Healthcare and 3× FLAG peptide, M2-FLAG beads were from Sigma-Aldrich. siRPC32 was purchased from GE Healthcare Dharmacon (L020140-02-0020). X-tremeGENE (Roche) was used for knockdown experiments according to the manufacturer's protocol.
Cell culture and proliferation assay 293T cells were purchased from ATCC. The T98G cell line was a gift of Ernesto Guccione (IMCB, A*STAR). The HCT116 cell line was a gift of Mellisa Fullwood (Cancer Science Institute of Singapore, NUS). The A2780 cell line was a gift of Qi Zeng (IMCB, A*STAR). The BLM cell line was a gift of Birgit Lane (IMCB, A*STAR). LOX-IMVI and VA13 cell lines were a gift of Shang Li (Duke-NUS, Singapore). The P493 cell line was a gift of the Amati laboratory (Center for Genomic Science, Fondazione Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Milan, Italy) and was maintained in RPMI medium 1640 supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin, and streptomycin. BLM, LOX-IMVI, A2780, 293T, T98G, and VA13 cells were maintained in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FBS and penicillin-streptomycin. hESC-1 and hESC-3 cells were a gift of Yuin Han Loh (IMCB, A*STAR) and were maintained on Matrigel using the method described by STEMCELL Technologies (https://www.stemcell.com/mtesr1.html). Neural induction of hESC-1 cells to generate NPCs was carried out using a previously established protocol (81) . Cell proliferation was measured using Alamar Blue reagent. Alamar Blue was reconstituted in PBS at 0.15 mg/ml and filter sterilized. Alamar Blue solution (20 μl) was added to 100 μl medium per well of a 96-well plate. Following incubation at 37°C, 5% CO 2 for 4 hours, fluorescence was measured using a 560-nm excitation/590-nm emission filter set. Wells with no cells were used as blanks.
CRISPR-Cas9 reversal of TERT promoter mutation CRISPR-Cas9 reversal of TERT promoter mutation was performed in BLM cells to revert C250T mutation to WT using described previously methods (17) .
Western blot analysis
Western blotting was performed as described previously (82) . See complete uncut gels in the supplemental material. jci.org Volume 126 Number 10 October 2016
2 groups, 1-way ANOVA was used with Tukey's multiple comparisons tests. Every cell culture, ChIP, or Northern blot experiment, including Western blot and luciferase assays, was reproduced at least twice independently, with similar results. The number of independent sets for each experiment is indicated in all figure legends. For survival analyses, the Kaplan-Meier method was applied. P < 0.05 was considered significant. Statistical analysis is also shown in Supplemental Table 11 .
Study approval
The experimental protocol was approved by the IACUC of the Biological Resource Center, A*STAR, and the animals were maintained in compliance with the institutional guidelines of A*STAR. and DreamTaq Green PCR Master Mix (2X) (Fermentas, Thermo Fisher Scientific). ChIP-seq was carried out as previously described (40) .
ChIP-seq analysis
Reads from cell lines were mapped to the hg19 genome using Bowtie (version 2.2.3) (85), keeping uniquely aligned reads. Replicate BAM files were merged using Samtools (http://www.htslib.org/), and PCR duplicates were removed from the merged file. Sorted indexed files were used for peak calling using MACS (version 2.1.10) with default parameters using a q value of 0.05 to identify significantly enriched regions/peaks compared with an input control sample (86) . The coverage file for read density visualization was created using deepTools software (87) and normalize to 1x options for normalization of read coverage across the sequencing libraries.
For pol III peaks, Fastq read files published in an earlier study (88) were downloaded from the NCBI's Sequence Read Archive (SRA) database (SRR915819.sra, SRR915811.sra). Broad peaks were called for pol III using MACS.
The ChIP-seq data were deposited in the NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (GEO GSE77146 and GSE81509).
Human patients' samples
Breast cancer samples. Total RNA was extracted from fresh-frozen tumor tissue samples harvested from women who had undergone surgery at Tan Tock Seng Hospital. All women were diagnosed with primary breast cancer at our institution, and details are included in Supplemental Table 10 .
Liver cancer samples. Tumor samples were collected at surgical resection from patients with primary human hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) at the Department of Hepatobiliary Oncology of Sun YatSen University Cancer Centre (Guangzhou, China). All tumors were confirmed after surgery by histopathology to be of HCC origin. Total RNA was extracted from tumor tissues (50-100 mg) using RNAzol RT Reagent (Molecular Research Center Inc.) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Extracted RNA was quantitated using NanoDrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and quality assessed through gel electrophoresis on 1% agarose gel to visualize 28S and 18S rRNA bands. Good-quality RNA (200 ng) was reverse transcribed using a High Capacity cDNA Kit (Life Technologies, Thermo Fisher Scientific) in a 20-μl total reaction volume according to the manufacturer's protocol. Reverse transcription products were further diluted 5 times and used for qPCR assays.
Statistics A 2-tailed Student's t test was performed to determine the significance of difference for comparison between 2 groups. For more than
